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Abstract Resistive switching memories based on ion

transport and related electrochemical reactions have been

extensively studied for years. To utilize the resistive

switching memories for high-performance information

storage applications, a thorough understanding of the key

information of ion transport process, including the mobile

ion species, the ion transport paths, as well as the elec-

trochemical reaction behaviors of these ions should be

provided for material and device optimization. Moreover,

ion transport is usually accompanied by processes of

microstructure modification, phase transition, and energy

band structure variation that lead to further modulation of

other physical properties, e.g., magnetism, optical emis-

sion/absorbance, etc., in the resistive switching materials.

Therefore, novel resistive switching memories that are

controlled through additional means of magnetic or optical

stimulus, or demonstrate extra functionalities beyond

information storage, can be made possible via well-defined

ion transportation in various switching materials and

devices. In this contribution, the mechanism of ion trans-

port and related resistive switching phenomena in thin film

sandwich structures is discussed first, followed by a glance

at the recent progress in the development of high-perfor-

mance and multifunctional resistive switching memories. A

brief perspective of the ion transport-based resistive

switching memories is addressed at the end of this review.

Keywords Resistive random access memory

(RRAM) � Resistive switching � Ion transport �
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1 Introduction

As the fourth fundamental passive element in electrical

circuits, memristor is simply a two-terminal resistor capa-

ble of remembering its resistance state which can be

modulated by external electrical means [1–4]. After being

proposed by Chua [5] for more than 40 years, the missing

memristor was only found recently by researchers from the

Hewlett-Packard laboratory to complement the function-

alities of the resistors, capacitors, and inductors [6]. Basi-

cally, the resistance of a metal/insulator/metal sandwich

structured memristor can be switched reversibly between

two (or more) distinguished states by electrical stimulus.

Figure 1 illustrates the typical current–voltage (I–V) char-

acteristics of bipolar and unipolar resistive switching phe-

nomena differentiated by their operating voltage polarity

[7]. With the ability to switch between different resistance

states, one direct application of memristor is the nonvola-

tile resistive switching memory, or denoted as resistive

random access memory (RRAM), for data storage and

logical operation in computing technologies with the

attractive metrics of simple device structure, high storage

density, high operating speed, and low power consumption

[8–11].
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In the past decade, extensive research effort has been

devoted to the exploration of the underlying switching

mechanisms in various resistive switching materials, and

much progress has been made continuously [7–16]. In

general, the switching mechanisms can be sorted into three

classes, i.e., ionic, electronic, and thermal effect-induced

resistive switching [17]. The ionic effect-induced resistive

switching relies on the transport of mobile ions and their

electrochemical reactions in confined regions to form fila-

mentary conductive paths [12]. The formation and rupture

of the conductive filaments determine the device resistance

states. In electronic resistive switching memories, trapping/

de-trapping of electrons at the intrinsic crystalline defects

will alter the intrinsic charge transport behaviors of the thin

film, while that occurred at the electrode/media interface

may modify the Schottky barrier height and influence the

charge injection process [18]. The resistive switching in a

thermal effect controlled memory is similar to that of an

ionic-effect induced device, except for the fact that the

filaments rupture is mainly induced by thermal fusing

rather than electrochemical dissolution [15]. Usually, all

these phenomena may coexist during the entire course of

the resistive switching process, while only one or two of

them play the dominant role [19].

Among various resistive switching devices, those

working on an ionic mechanism exhibit advantages over

others for high density non-volatile memories [17, 20–25].

For instance, when shrinking to a nano-regime, devices

based on electronic switching mechanism will suffer

severely from current leaking through intensified electrons

tunneling, or increased power consumption/unwanted heat

generation, respectively, whereas the resistive switching

memories based on ion effect can still function properly.

Furthermore, ion transport-related resistive switching has

been demonstrated in a number of materials, including

ferroelectric [26, 27], magnetic [28, 29], multiferroic

[30–32], optical [33, 34], superconducting [35], carbon

materials [36–38], etc. In all these materials and their

metal/insulator/metal structures, resistive switching is

dominated by the types of mobile ion species, localized ion

transport pathways, and evolution of the ion-based con-

ductive filaments. The transport and redistribution of ion

species may also alter the microstructures, phases, or even

energy band structures. Consequently, the magnetic and

optical properties of the resistive switching materials can

be modulated as well. To realize resistive switching

memories with ultrahigh scalability, high reproducibility,

and complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS)

compatibility, as well as to realize multifunctional devices

that can be tuned through multiple input of electricity,

magnetism, and light or demonstrate additional magnetic

and optical responses, the nanoscale ion transport across

the switching media should be both clearly understood and

well controlled.

In this contribution, focuses on the relationship between

nanoscale ion transport and resistive switching are

addressed, in terms of types of mobile ion species, ion

transport paths, and ion electrochemical reaction dynamics.

High-performance and multifunctional resistive switching

devices realized by deliberately controlling the ion trans-

port are also discussed. A brief summary and future per-

spectives of the ion transported-related resistive switching

memories are given at the end of the review.

2 Nanoscale ion transport and related resistive

switching phenomena

2.1 Mobile ion species

Most of the ion transport-related resistive switching phe-

nomena occur in a confined nanoscale region through the

electrochemical redox reaction of the mobile ions [39].

According to the dominated mobile species, the resistive

switching memories can be simply divided into cation and

anion migration-based devices [17].

Fig. 1 (Color online) Typical I–V characteristics of a bipolar and b unipolar resistive switching devices operated in voltage sweeping mode.

Reproduced with permission from [7], Copyright 2009, WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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2.1.1 Mobile cation-induced resistive switching

Traditional cation migration-based resistive switching

devices can be viewed as electrochemical metallization

memories (ECM) [40]. This kind of device usually has an

electrochemically active metal/insulator/electrochemically

inert metal sandwich structure. The electrochemically active

metal includes copper (Cu), silver (Ag), nickel (Ni), or even

some metal alloys, while the electrochemically inert metal

ranges from gold (Au), platinum (Pt) to titanium nitride

(TiN), etc. [31, 41–43]. In the ECM devices, the mobile

species are considered to be metal cations injected from the

active electrodes [44–46]. The dynamical transport of these

ions can be described as following: (1) oxidization of the

electrode metal atoms to cations under electrical stresses. (2)

Migration of the mobile cations driven by electrical fields.

(3) Reduction of the cations to metal atoms at the counter

inert electrodes. (4) Growth of the metallic conductive fil-

aments. The electrical connection of the electrode pair with

the metallic conductive filaments switches the device ON,

whereas the electrochemical dissolution of the filaments

under reversed voltage will turn the device OFF.

At early stages, temperature dependence of the device

resistance was employed to indicate the composition of the

metallic conductive filaments indirectly [47]. Li et al. [31]

reported that the Ag/La-BiFeO3 (La-BFO)/Pt sandwich

device shows a semiconducting behavior in the pristine and

high resistive state (HRS), and a metallic conducting

behavior in the low resistive state (LRS), respectively

(Fig. 2a, b). It was found that the temperature coefficient of

the LRS resistance of the device is around 2.4 9 10-3 K-1

and comparable to that of a pure Ag nanowire, suggesting

the possibility of Ag ions migration into the La-BFO film

under an electrical field and the formation of the Ag con-

ductive filaments. In situ transmission electron microscopy

(TEM) observation and energy dispersive spectroscopy

(EDS) measurements provide more direct evidences to

identify the Ag ion species. In a similar structure of Ag/

ZrO2/Pt, the migration of Ag ions under an electrical field

has been observed by Liu et al. [48] in situ with accompa-

nied resistive switching phenomenon. After applying a bias

stress onto the Ag electrode and switch the device into LRS,

filaments connecting the two electrodes were observed

(Fig. 2c). EDS measurement clearly shows that the fila-

ments are composed of Ag (Fig. 2d), which confirms the Ag

ion transport plays an important role in the resistive

switching process of the Ag/ZrO2/Pt device. Transport of

metal ions from other electrochemical active electrode

Fig. 2 (Color online) Migration of Ag metal electrode ions in oxide thin films and related resistive switching phenomenon. a I–V characteristics

and b temperature dependence of the HRS and LRS resistances of a Ag/La-BFO/Pt bipolar resistive switching device. Reproduced with

permission from [31], Copyright 2010, IOP Publishing. c Set process of a Ag/ZrO2/Pt device and in situ TEM observation of the nanoscale

filament. d EDS spectra of the Ag/ZrO2/Pt device at different resistive states. Reproduced with permission from [48], Copyright 2012, WILEY-

VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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including Ni into oxide films and resultant formation of

conductive filaments have also been reported [49].

So far, the mechanism of migration of the electro-

chemically active electrode element that induces the

switching of device resistance has been widely accepted. It

is noteworthy that metals which are less electrochemically

active or even inert may also be locally ionized and

injected into oxide films under electrical fields with a

sufficient magnitude. Niobium (Nb) is electrochemically

less active when in comparison with Ag and Cu, and

becomes superconducting below a critical temperature of

9.3 K. Using Nb as the anode material, Zhu et al. [50]

found the Nb/ZnO/Pt sandwich devices exhibit stable and

reversible bipolar resistive switching behaviors as shown in

Fig. 3a. After setting the device into the LRS, the device

shows a metallic conducting character and a sudden drop of

the resistance at around 7.2 K that corresponds to the

superconductivity of metallic Nb element was observed

(Fig. 3b). The contribution of Nb electrode to the super-

conductivity was excluded by fabricating a Cu (75 nm)/Nb

(25 nm)/ZnO (80 nm)/Pt and a Nb (75 nm)/Cu (25 nm)/

ZnO (80 nm)/Pt devices and measuring their respective

LRS resistance–temperature (R–T) relationships (Fig. 3c,

d). The former device shows a similar superconducting

character whereas the latter one does not. These results

suggest that the Nb ions migrate into the ZnO films under

an electrical field and form the Nb filaments that are

responsible for the resistive switching and superconducting

phenomena. It is also noted that the superconducting

temperature varies from 7.9 to 9.3 K in a number of

devices, suggesting that impurities such as oxygen vacan-

cies may also participate in the formation of the filaments

and thus modify the superconducting temperature. More-

over, though Au and Pt are usually considered as electro-

chemically inert and often used as control electrode choice

to exclude the influence of metal electrode diffusion on the

intrinsic resistive switching of storage matrix, migration of

Au ions in Au/ZnO/Au switching device was visualized by

in situ TEM observation recently [51]. The unexpected

migration of Au ions into the ZnO thin film and form

conductive paths with the defect-containing ZnO film that

connect the electrodes is believed to induce the observed

resistive switching behavior.

Beyond the metal electrode ions migration, ion trans-

port-induced resistive switching has also been observed in

ionic semiconductors and ion-electron mix conductors such

as Ag2S [52] and RbAg4I5 [53], in which the resistive

switching can be ascribed to the migration of Ag ions.

Fig. 3 (Color online) Migration of Nb metal electrode ions in oxide thin films and related resistive switching phenomenon. a Bipolar resistive

switching and b superconducting behaviors of the Nb/ZnO/Pt device. Temperature dependence of LRS resistances of c a Cu/Nb/ZnO/Pt device

and d a Nb/Cu/ZnO/Pt device, respectively. Tc refers to the critical temperature where the superconducting behavior happens. Reproduced with

permission from [50], Copyright 2012, WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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Similarly, Zhu et al. [54] found that ionic semiconductor

thin film of LixCoO2 sandwiched between Pt also shows

stable bipolar resistive behaviors (Fig. 4a). As a traditional

cathode material for lithium-ion battery, LixCoO2 has a

layered structure in which Li layers are separated by

alternatively arranged octahedrons layers composed of

cobalt and oxygen. Li ions can easily diffuse between the

CoO2 sheets under electrical fields with a low diffusion

energy barrier of 0.3 eV. However, due to the high elec-

trochemical activity of Li atoms, it is unlikely to anticipate

a metallic conductive filament composed of pure Li atoms

in the LixCoO2 thin films. As the resistance of the LixCoO2

phase greatly dependents on the Li content, a semicon-

ducting and a metallic conducting behaviors were observed

for the HRS and LRS Pt/LixCoO2/Pt stack, correspond to

the conduction behaviors of the Li-rich and Li-deficient

LiCoO2 phases, respectively (Fig. 4b). Therefore, the Li-

ion migration-induced resistive switching is arising from

the formation of LixCoO2 phases with different resistivities

instead of the formation of Li conductive filaments.

2.1.2 Mobile anion-induced resistive switching

The switching process of an anion migration-based device

resembles that of the cation counterparts, except for the

fact that the major mobile ions are anions, for instance,

oxygen ions in most cases [55–59]. For some oxides, the

migration of oxygen ions can modulate the stoichiometry

of the oxide thin film effectively, and the change of the

cation valence that leads to phase transitions will influence

the device resistance consequently [15, 18, 60]. As a result

of the gas oxygen released at the anode upon resistive

switching, formation of bubbles between the electrode and

oxide film has been frequently observed [21, 61]. Typical

oxides with rich phase transitions, e.g. TiOx and TaOx, fall

into this category [56, 61, 62]. In 2010, Kwon et al. [61]

used high resolution TEM (HR-TEM) technique to inves-

tigate the switching mechanism of a Pt/TiO2/Pt system

both in situ and ex situ. Detaching of the Pt electrode was

found by scanning electron microscope (SEM) observation,

which was considered to be caused by the release of oxy-

gen gas from the TiO2 film after repeated resistive

switching that damaged the adhesion between the electrode

and the oxide film. Electron diffractive pattern and fast

Fourier transformed HR-TEM micrographs identified that

the observed filaments with diameters ranging from several

to dozens of nanometers were composed of stable and

highly conductive Magneli Ti4O7 phase (Fig. 5a, b). Due to

the metallic to semiconducting transition of the Ti4O7

phase, a sudden increase in the LRS resistance of the Pt/

TiO2/Pt device was also observed when the temperature

was lowed to 130 K (Fig. 5c), again confirming the pre-

sence of the Ti4O7 phase. Similar identification of the

newly-formed conductive phase has also been achieved in

amorphous Ta oxide thin film, where the conducting path

was found to be composed of an amorphous Ta(O) solid

solution surrounded by a nanocrystalline Ta2O5 phase due

to the migration of oxygen anions and the thermal effect

(Fig. 5d, e) [62].

Oxygen anion transport-induced resistive switching has

also been studied in other simple binary oxides. In Pt/NiO/

Pt system, Park et al. [63] observed the formation of Ni

filaments in the NiO thin film. Electrical fields-induced

migration of oxygen ions results in the generation of Ni

atomic filaments, while the formation and rupture of such

Ni filaments between the electrodes dominate the resistive

switching process in the sandwich structure. Chen et al.

[64] reported their investigation of switching mechanism of

a ZnO film through in situ TEM analysis. It is revealed that

driven by an electrical field, oxygen ions will move toward

the inert Pt anode, generating numerous amounts of oxygen

vacancies and leaving comparable amount of zinc atoms

Fig. 4 (Color online) Transport of Li ions in LixCoO2 thin films and related resistive switching phenomenon. a Typical I–V characteristics of the

Pt/LixCoO2/Pt resistive switching device. b Temperature dependence of the HRS and LRS resistances of the Pt/LixCoO2/Pt resistive switching

device. Reproduced with permission from [54], Copyright 2013, Nature Publishing Group

Chin. Sci. Bull. (2014) 59(20):2363–2382 2367
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behind at localized positions (Fig. 6a). The electrochemi-

cally generated zinc atoms will get rearranged in the oxide

film, turning the original oxygen vacancy doped ZnO into

crystalline Zn-dominated ZnO1-x and switching the Pt/

ZnO/Pt device ON. The migration of oxygen ions from the

neighboring ZnO film will thermally disrupt the Zn-dom-

inated ZnO1-x conductive filaments and reset the device

OFF (Fig. 6b).

Recently, the switching mechanism in Pt/HfOx/ITO

(indium tin oxide) structured device was studied by Shang

et al. [65]. Through employing X-ray photoelectron spec-

troscopic (XPS) depth-profiling analysis technique, they

studied the chemical composition of the switching layer in

the Pt/HfOx/ITO at different resistive states. After transi-

tion into the LRS, it is found that the O:Hf atomic ratio of

the bulk film is decreased to 1.25 which is smaller than that

at pristine state (1.45), while the O:Hf atomic ratio at the

Pt/HfOx interface is changed to 1.33 (Fig. 6c, d). In the

meanwhile, the concentration of non-lattice oxygen species

is found to increase from *47.60 % to *59.75 %.

Moreover, bubbles at the edge of Pt electrode were also

observed after 10 electrical switching cycles (inset of

Fig. 6d). These results indicate that the oxygen ions

migration under an electrical field plays an important role

in resistive switching process. The core-level Hf 4d XPS

spectra were further studied for identifying the chemical

nature of the conductive filaments. After switched into the

LRS, the Hf 4d core-level XPS spectrum shows new Hf

4d5/2 and Hf 4d3/2 species at 248.29 and 259.12 eV, which

was believed to correspond to the electrochemically

reduced metallic hafnium atoms, respectively (Fig. 6e).

LRS R–T measurement of the device shows a temperature

coefficient of resistance of around 4.0 9 10-3 K-1, similar

to the reported value of 3.9 9 10-3 K-1 for a high-purity

hafnium nanowire. Therefore, the metallic hafnium-rich

conductive filaments that cause the resistive switching of

the device are confirmed.

2.2 Ion transport paths

Although the conductive filaments formed upon migration

of mobile ion species and responsible for the resistive

switching can be revealed by TEM observation, distribu-

tion of the ion transport paths, their relationship with the

microstructure of the switching matrix in particular, is

unclear but important. Differences between such localized

ion migration paths and other regions of the oxide film, for

instance, the ease of atom ionization and high mobility of

Fig. 5 (Color online) Oxygen ion transport and phase transition-induced resistive switching. a LRS and b HRS HR-TEM images of Ti4O7

filaments in the Pt/TiO2/Pt device, respectively. c Temperature-dependence of the LRS current in the Pt/TiO2/Pt device. Reproduced with

permission from [61], Copyright 2010, Nature Publishing Group. d HR-TEM image of a Ta-rich nanocrystal surrounded by amorphous Ta2O5

phase. e A nanobeam X-ray fluorescence image of a Ta-rich channel surrounded by nanocrystalline Ta2O5 phase. Reproduced with permission

from [62], Copyright 2011, WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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Fig. 6 (Color online) Oxygen ion transport and related formation of metallic filaments in oxide resistive switching devices. HR-TEM images

and solid-sphere models of the a formed and b disrupted filaments in the Pt/ZnO/Pt device. Reproduced with permission from [64], Copyright

2013, American Chemical Society. c Distribution of the constituent elements and d the O:Hf ratio of the Pt/HfOx/ITO structure in the initial

resistance state (IRS) and low resistance state, respectively. e Hf 4d core-level XPS of the ultrathin hafnium oxide film in the initial and low

resistance states. Reproduced with permission from [65], Copyright 2013, WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim

Chin. Sci. Bull. (2014) 59(20):2363–2382 2369
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the generated ions, should also exist. Fortunately, the

conductive atomic force microscopy (C-AFM) technique

provides a convenient and an efficient toolkit to clarify the

location of the nanoscale filaments and related information

[14, 66, 67]. For single crystalline SrTiO3 in which the

oxygen ion migration results in the change of the energy

band structure, it is found that the oxygen ion transport is

along the dislocations of the single crystal with diameters

of several nanometers. Such dislocations provide fast and

easy ways for oxygen ions to flow through [21]. By com-

paring the morphology (Fig. 7a) and the corresponding

current map (Fig. 7b) of a polystalline ZnO thin film with

Cu and a C-AFM tip as the electrodes, Zhuge et al. [68]

found that the LRS conductive regions are mainly located

at the grain boundaries. Transport of oxygen ions via the

grain boundaries has also been observed by Lanza et al.

[69]. As shown in Fig. 7c, non-conductive areas of gran-

ular shape, well agreeing with that of the HfO2 nanograins,

are found to be surrounded by conductive borders in the

current mapping images. The authors emphasized that the

grain boundaries show bipolar resistive switching behav-

iors, while the nanograin does not, and attributed this

phenomena to the excess of oxygen vacancies at the grain

boundaries in comparison with that at the interior of the

nanograins.

Annealing the polycrystalline tungsten oxide film in

oxygen atmosphere can affect the ion transport locations

significantly. Shang et al. [70] studied the local resistive

switching behavior of WOx at the grain boundaries and the

grain surfaces with C-AFM technique thoroughly (Fig. 8).

Only the grain surfaces show stable bipolar resistive

switching behaviors, while the grain boundaries do not. It

is proposed that annealing in oxygen atmosphere favors the

recombining of oxygen ions with vacancies along the grain

boundaries, reducing the oxygen vacancy concentration

greatly and lowering the possibility of filament formation.

In the meanwhile, tungsten ions in the grain interiors may

be reduced upon electrochemical reaction with protons

originated from the film surface water, according to the

following reaction scheme:

nH�i þW6þ þ ne� !Wð6�nÞþ ;

and a metallic phase formed by the reduced W ions will

dominate the LRS electrical conduction of the device.

As aforementioned, Li-ion migration-induced transition

between a metallic Li-rich LiCoO2 phase and a semicon-

ducting Li-deficient LiCoO2 phase in polycrystalline

LixCoO2 thin film can lead to resistive switching phe-

nomenon. Nanoscale Li-ion migration paths were also

studied by using C-AFM technique, with the local mor-

phology of the LixCoO2 film, and the corresponding current

mapping images under various bias voltages shown in

Fig. 9a [54]. In contrast to the insulating character of the

pristine LixCoO2 film, conductive regions can be observed

after setting with a scanning voltage of 2.0 V and read with

a small voltage of 0.5 V. Such conductive regions can be

created and removed under biased voltages with opposite

polarity reversibly, and are ascribed to the Li-deficient

phase. By placing the C-AFM tip at the interiors of various

grains, bipolar resistive switching behaviors can be

observed. Interestingly, larger grain interior was found to

have a set voltage larger than that of a smaller grain interior

(Fig. 9b). Investigation of the Set processes at different

positions of a single nanograin suggests that the Set voltage

increases when the tip contact shifts away from the grain

boundary toward the grain interiors (Fig. 9c). The energy

barrier for Li-ion diffusion at the grain boundary is only

0.7 eV, as estimated by first principle calculation. Thus, the

Li ions tend to migrate under an electrical field along the

CoO2 sheets to the grain boundaries first, and then transfer

along the grain boundaries. When placing the constantly

biased C-AFM tip at different positions of a single nano-

grain and monitoring the current increasing rate, Zhu et al.

[54] found the current increases faster near the grain

boundaries, suggested that Li ions transport faster near the

grain boundaries (Fig. 9d). Therefore, nanoscale memory

devices with lower switching voltage and faster switching

speed can be reasonably expected when employing similar

switching matrix with higher density of grain boundaries.

Fig. 7 (Color online) Migration of mobile ions at the grain bound-

aries (1 pA = 1 9 10-12 A). a Morphology and b current map of a

polystalline ZnO film with Cu as the bottom electrode. Reproduced

with permission from [68], Copyright 2011, IOP Publishing. c Current

maps of HfO2 polystalline films. Reproduced with permission from

[69], Copyright 2012, American Institute of Physics

2370 Chin. Sci. Bull. (2014) 59(20):2363–2382
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2.3 Dynamics of ion electrochemical reactions

Dynamics of the electrochemical reactions of the mobile

ion species that determine the formation, rupture, and

regeneration of the conductive filaments are of equal

importance to the identification and investigation of such

filaments across the switching matrix [71–74]. Usually, in

the electrochemical active metal (Ag, Cu)/dielectric layer/

electrochemical inert metal (Pt, Au) structured devices, the

ECM theory has been widely employed to explain the

switching mechanisms, where the conductive filaments

were considered to grow from the cathode to the anode.

Typical example is the Ag/H2O/Pt device with a planar

structure shown in Fig. 10a, b [75]. The formation of

conical shape Ag filaments with the wider end located near

the cathode is observed through SEM analysis. Recently,

Yang et al. [76] studied the Ag ions migration dynamics

under electrical fields in polycrystalline SiO2. In good

agreement with the Ag/H2O/Pt case, electrical field-

induced reduction of Ag ions were found to occur first at

cathode, followed by the growth of the Ag filaments that

extended to the anode. Dendrite shape Ag filaments were

also observed, with the thinnest part located at the inert

cathode (Fig. 10c). It is proposed that the Ag atoms formed

at the initial stage serve as a virtual cathode that focalizes

the local electrical field, and the Ag ions arrived later get

accumulated on it to form the dendrite shaped filaments.

Growth dynamics of the Ag or Cu filaments in ZrO2 film

have also been studied by Liu et al. [48] through in situ

TEM observation. In complete contrast to the ECM model,

filaments grow from the Ag anode to the Pt cathode, with

the wider end located at the anode (Fig. 11a). Dissolution

Fig. 8 (Color online) Resistive switching at the grain surfaces of the WO3 polycrystalline film. a Current images of WO3 polycrystalline film

under different voltage biases. b Topography and current along the scanline across the grains and the grain boundaries. Reproduced with

permission from [70], Copyright 2011, IOP Publishing

Chin. Sci. Bull. (2014) 59(20):2363–2382 2371
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of Ag filaments propagating from the Pt anode to the Ag

cathode has also been observed during the Reset process

(Fig. 11b). Considering the lower solubility and diffusion

coefficient of Ag ions in ZrO2 than those in the chalco-

genide solid-state electrolyte, Ag ions can capture electrons

injected from the cathode and get reduced to the metallic

form without reaching the cathode. This is consistent with

that verified by Yang et al. [76] and Peng et al. [77] in the

Ag/a-Si/Pt and Cu/ZnO/Pt (Al:ZnO) devices (Fig. 11c, d).

Due to the lower Ag cation mobility of the amorphous

silicon film in comparison with that of the polycrystalline

SiO2, the conduction in the Ag/a-Si/Pt device is mainly

contributed by the electronic current rather than the ionic

current. Ag cations are reduced during their migration from

the anode to the cathode in the dielectric, resulting in the

growth of Ag filaments from the anode to the cathode.

The dynamics of ion migration and their redox reaction

in the anion(oxygen ion)-based devices have been

reviewed by Kim et al. [12]. Filaments composition and

growth direction strongly depend on the major carrier of

the oxides. For n-type TiO2 where the major carriers are

electrons, the metallic Ti4O7 filaments tend to grow from

the cathode interface with a conical shape. For p-type NiO

where the major carriers are holes, Ni interstitials can be

generated due to the injection of holes from the anode.

These Ni interstitials can form Ni metal filaments and grow

from the anode to the cathode with an invert conical sharp.

However, filaments with different shapes have also been

observed in actual devices, indicating that other factors

including work function and Fermi level of the electrode

Fig. 9 (Color online) Nanoscale Li-ion transport in LixCoO2 thin

films. a Characterization of the resistive switching effect. b I–V

measurements at the interiors of LixCoO2 nanograins with different

sizes. c Set voltage and d current–time measurements at different

positions of LixCoO2 nanograins. Reproduced with permission from

[54], Copyright 2013, Nature Publishing Group

Fig. 10 Growth/dissolution of Ag filaments in the Ag/H2O/Pt and

Ag/SiO2/Pt devices. SEM images of the dendrite shape filament in the

a HRS and b LRS Ag/H2O/Pt device, respectively. Reproduced with

permission from [75], Copyright 2007, American Institute of Physics.

c TEM image of Ag filaments formed in the LRS Ag/SiO2/Pt device.

Reproduced with permission from [76], Copyright 2012, Nature

Publishing Group
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and oxide film may play important roles. Nevertheless,

reveal of dynamics of oxygen ion migration and their redox

reaction in related resistive switching memories requires

further investigations.

3 Ion transport-related high-performance

and multifunctional resistive switching memories

3.1 Quantum conductance in oxide films for ultrahigh

storage density device

One distinguished advantage of the resistive switching

memories is the possibility of high density storage through

nanoscale operation. The ultimate scenario is that the

monatomic filaments demonstrate quantized conductance

that can be potentially used for multilevel storage [78–80].

Conductance quantization behaviors have been observed in

many switching materials, including oxides, amorphous

silicon, sulfides, etc. [50, 80–86]. Multiple conductance

jumps and drops are observed in the G–V curves of these

materials, where G represents the electrical conductance

(G = I/V) in the unit of G0 = 2e2/h, e is an electron charge

and h is the Planck’s constant. For example, during the Set

process, the conductance of the Nb/ZnO/Pt device

increases from G0 to 3 G0 at 0.8 V, followed by a plateau

of 4 G0 (Fig. 12a) [50]. These behaviors can also be

detected at 1.3 and 1.45 V. Further analysis of hundreds of

similar I–V curves shows that most of the conductance

changes occur at integer multiples values of G0, which

suggests the formation of discrete quantum channels in the

devices (Fig. 12b). Due to the bipolar resistive switching

characteristics of the Nb/ZnO/Pt device, the decrease of

conductance in the integer multiples of G0 is also observed.

Because of the intrinsic nature of nanoscale formation and

rupture of oxygen vacancy based filaments, such quantized

conductance phenomena are also observed in ITO/ZnO/

ITO unipolar devices.

In order to obtain desired quantum conductance state,

appropriate methods should be developed to effectively

control these states. It is found that the formation and

broken of quantum channels can be dedicatedly modulated

by changing the Set compliance current and the Reset

voltage. For example, in bipolar Nb/ZnO/Pt devices,

modulation of the conductance between 2 and 6 G0 can be

achieved by controlling the Set compliance current at

0.1 mA and Reset voltage at -0.6 V (Fig. 12c), respec-

tively. Modulation of the conductance by using electrical

pulses is also useful [84, 86]. In ITO/ZnO/ITO unipolar

device, quantum conductance states can be tuned by

Fig. 11 (Color online) Growth/dissolution of Ag filaments in the Ag/ZrO2/Pt, Ag/a-Si/Pt, and Cu/ZnO/Pt devices. HR-TEM images of the Ag/

ZrO2/Pt device a at LRS and b during the Reset process. Reproduced with permission from [48], Copyright 2012, WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH &

Co. KGaA, Weinheim. c TEM image of the Ag/a-Si/Pt device with partially formed Ag filament. Reproduced with permission from [76].

Copyright 2012 Nature Publishing Group. d I–V characteristics and energy band diagram of the HRS Cu/ZnO/Pt device. e I–V characteristics of

the HRS Cu/ZnO/Pt device when the filament is ruptured at the cathode. Reproduced with permission from [77], Copyright 2012, American

Institute of Physics
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modulating the writing and erasing voltages as well. As

illustrated in Fig. 12d, the conductance can be reversibly

modulated between 4.5 and 5.5 G0 for at least 6 cycles,

with the Set and Reset voltages of 1.18 and 0.51 V,

respectively. Caused by the competition between the for-

mation and thermal rupture of conductive filaments,

oscillation of the conductance with amplitude of 2 G0 has

been observed (Fig. 12e, f). Hence, multilevel and

ultrahigh density storage, as well as the quantum conduc-

tance oscillator can be made possible upon effective

modulation of the formation and rupture of monatomic

chains in the resistive switching memories. It is also

noteworthy that as the size of the conductive filaments

enters atomic scale, additional issues of thermal instability

should be concerned with care, as tiny fluctuation in tem-

perature may result in significant influence on the storage

Fig. 12 (Color online) Quantum conductance phenomena in oxide films. a Conductance–voltage relationship and b histogram of the

conductance change in the Nb/ZnO/Pt device. c Modulation of the quantum conductance in the Nb/ZnO/Pt device between 2 and 6 G0 states.

d Modulation of the quantum conductance in the ITO/ZnO/ITO device between 4.5 and 5.5 G0 states. e Oscillation of quantum conductance in

the ITO/ZnO/ITO device with amplitude of 2 G0. f Schematic of the filament formation and rupture that induces the conductance oscillation.

Reproduced with permission from [50], Copyright 2012, WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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behavior, retention capability in particular, of the multi-

level devices [81–88].

3.2 All oxide thermally stable transparent resistive

switching memory

In recent decades, transparent electronics have received

good market response and favored by young generation

[89]. Transparent resistive switching memories used for

information storage have also been explored extensively.

These devices are usually composed of transparent

switching materials including gadolinium oxide, titanium

oxide, zinc oxide, and doped-zinc oxide thin films sand-

wiched between transparent conductive oxide electrodes.

However, these devices usually suffer from drawbacks of

narrow transparent window or poor resistive switching

performances [90, 91]. Recently, Shang et al. [65] reported

an all-oxide transparent resistive switching memory based

on ITO/HfOx/ITO sandwich structure. The thickness of the

HfOx thin film is only around 5 nm. The ITO/HfOx/ITO

structure exhibits a good visible transmittance from *75 %

to 88 % in the 400–800 nm region, and has an almost

complete transparency ([99 %) over the entire ultraviolet–

visible–infrared (UV–Vis–IR) spectrum of the solar irradi-

ation (Fig. 13a). I–V characteristics of the device reveal a

forming-free, bipolar, and stable resistive switching effect

at room temperature. The device can be repeated switched

with fairly good accuracy for more than 400 operation

cycles. Both the Set and Reset voltages are distributed

uniformly with only minor (±4.3 %) variation, and the

moderate HRS/LRS resistance ratio of 45 can be retained

for at least 106 s (Fig. 13b). Pulse measurement indicates

that the device can be switched for more than 5 9 107

cycles by using a pulse less than 20 ns (Fig. 13c). Further

studies show that the device can perform well over the

temperature range of 10–490 K (Fig. 14d, e). The working

temperature of the ITO/HfOx/ITO device well covers that of

the near-earth space, and the all-oxide thermally stable

transparent resistive switching memory has a great potential

for outer-space data storage applications.

3.3 A multilevel organic resistive switching memory

with an excellent uniformity

Besides the oxide-based resistive switching devices,

memories made from organic materials feature advantages

of large-area processability, mechanical flexibility, and

relatively low-fabrication cost. However, the poor thermal

stability, limited switching cyclability, and emanative

operation parameters make organic memories less com-

petitive in comparison with the inorganic counterparts. Hu

et al. [92] proposed that organic memories with a gradual

resistive switching character may have better performance.

Based on this hypothesis, novel organic resistive switching

memory with fantastic performances of multilevel storage,

excellent uniformity, high cyclability, and even a self-

rectifying character has been fabricated. By controlling the

doping/dedoping of a polyazomethine (PA) backbone with

protonic acid via electrical means, an effective modulation

of charge carrier concentration in the organic switching

matrix and a gradual resistive switching behavior stable for

103 cycles can be achieved in the Pt/PA-TsOH/Pt devices.

Excellent uniformity in the switching parameters, as well

as the multilevel storage capability, is demonstrated in the

consecutive I–V cycles as illustrated in Fig. 14a, b. Pulse

measurements indicate that the device can be switched

between more than four stable resistive states (Fig. 14c).

3.4 Magnetism controllable resistive switching device

Controlling magnetic properties by electrical means is

important for the construction of spintronic devices [93,

94]. The electrical resistance information of a resistive

switching device can also be read by magnetic means, in

case, the transport of mobile ions and their redox reactions

can modulate the magnetism of the device. Recently,

resistive switching and magnetism change in Co-doped

ZnO thin film have been explored by Chen et al. [95]. As

the oxygen vacancy based filaments can influence the

magnetic coupling of local ferromagnetic domains signifi-

cantly, both the magnetic moment and cohesive field of the

device at LRS were found to be 50 % and 35 % larger than

that at HRS, respectively (Fig. 15a, b). Modulation of the

magnetism of the diluted magnetic semiconductor is

reproducible and reversible (Fig. 15c, d), indicating that

one can modulate the magnetic properties by modulating

the device electrical resistance, and also read the electrical

resistance by detecting the magnetic properties. On the

other hand, by setting the Pt/NiO/Pt device into the HRS

and LRS, antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic hysteresis

loops were observed by Son et al. [96] at 10 K, respec-

tively. Due to the magnetic exchange coupling between the

ferromagnetic Ni nanofilaments and the antiferromagnetic

NiO film, exchange bias effect at the LRS was also

observed upon field cooling of the resistive switching

device (Fig. 15e, f). Other electrically controlled magnetic

nonvolatile memory devices have also been demonstrated

using ferroelectric or organic switching materials in com-

bination with spin-polarized electrodes [97, 98].

3.5 Light emission and light sensitive resistive

switching device

Both the electrical and optical properties of semiconduct-

ing materials are closely related to their intrinsic carrier

concentration, defects, and energy band structure. Thus,
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Fig. 13 (Color online) Performances of a thermally-stable transparent ITO/HfOx/ITO device. a Optical transmittance spectra and b I–V

characteristics of the ITO/HfOx/ITO device. c ON–OFF operation of the device pulse at room temperature. d Temperature-dependent Set/Reset

voltages and e HRS/LRS resistance of the device. Reproduced with permission from [65], Copyright 2013, WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co.

KGaA, Weinheim
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resistive switching, electroluminescence, and other optical

properties can be utilized simultaneously to construct

multifunctional optoelectronic devices. He et al. [99]

reported their first time realization of simultaneous resis-

tive switching and electroluminescence in a single device

of graphene/SiO2/graphene planar metal–insulator–metal

(MIM) structure as illustrated in Fig. 16a. The electrolu-

minescence properties of the device at different resistive

states are different. Light emission is observed with the

biased voltage varying between 3 and 9 V. With increase in

the biased voltages, the intensity of light emission increases

in the voltage range of 3–6 V and gradually reduces at

voltages above 6 V. Light emission spectra covers a wide

wavelength scale, range from 400 to 1,100 nm, with the

LRS and HRS emission peaks center at 770 and 550 nm,

respectively. Si nanocrystals generated in the SiO2

switching matrix during resistive switching are the origin

of the electroluminescence phenomena, while the differ-

ences in Si nanocrystal sizes and resistance states deter-

mine the variation in the electroluminescence properties

(Fig. 16b).

Very recently, Park et al. [100] fabricated a Au/ZnO-

nanorods/ITO device with a superhydrophobic surface, and

studied their resistive switching behaviors under different

optical illumination after being submerged into water. The

device has a total internal reflection at an incidence angle

of around 48�, and demonstrates reversible bipolar mem-

ristive characteristics under the light incident angle of

*10� (Fig. 17a). When the light incident angle is set to 60�
under the same condition, the device behaves as a pure

resistor without any switching feature. Upon modulating

the incident light angle, the device can be switched

between a memristor and a resistor repeatedly (Fig. 17b).

The interfacial air pocket formed between the ZnO nano-

rods surface and water content, acting as both a light

deflect layer and an oxygen source, plays an important role

in the resistive switching process. When the light incident

angle is larger than a critical value, the chemisorbed oxy-

gen ions on the ZnO surface will migrate into the bulk

nanorod matrix, hindering the formation of oxygen

vacancy based conductive filaments and turning the device

into a pure insulator. Replacing the air pocket with Teflon

solvent will remove the oxygen-rich environment for ZnO

nanorods, resulting in an un-settable HRS and Write-Once

Read-Many (WORM) switching behavior of the device.

Therefore, introduction of an additional liquid passivation

Fig. 14 (Color online) Switching characteristics of a high-performance organic device based on protonic acid doped polyazomethine.

a Consecutive I–V characteristics of the Pt/PA-TsOH/Pt resistive switching device. Multilevel operations of the Pt/PA-TsOH/Pt device in the

b dc sweeping and c pulse modes. Reproduced with permission from [92], Copyright 2012, American Chemical Society
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layer is demonstrated to be useful for the modulation of

memory and optical properties in certain device structures.

4 Summary and perspectives

With the distinctive metrics of high scalability, high

operation speed, low power consumption, configurable

complementary resistive switching structure that can avoid

the leaky problem, etc., over other nonvolatile memory

devices, ion transport related resistive switching memories,

or RRAMs, have been considered as one of the most

promising candidates for the next generation data storage

technology. Nevertheless, drawbacks including unsatisfied

stability and cell-to-cell operating parameter variation still

persist and make them unsuitable for practical applications

at the moment. To solve these issues, great efforts have

been devoted to explore novel switching materials and to

elucidate the switching and conduction mechanisms.

Nanoscale ion transport-related resistive switching

phenomena are found to be highly dependent on the ion

species, ion transport paths, and the dynamics of ion

electrochemical reaction. Careful selection of the

Fig. 15 (Color online) Modulation of device magnetism by ion migration related resistive switching in the Pt/Co-ZnO/Pt and Pt/NiO/Pt devices.

a HRS and b LRS magnetic hysteresis (M–H) loops of the Pt/Co-ZnO/Pt device. Modulation of the device c magnetic moment and d magnetic

coercive field by setting the device between HRS and LRS repeatedly. Reproduced with permission from [95], Copyright 2010, WILEY-VCH

Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim. M–H curves of the e HRS and f LRS Pt/NiO/Pt device measured at 10 K under field cooled (FC) and

zero field cooled (ZFC) conditions. Reproduced with permission from [96], Copyright 2010, American Chemical Society

Fig. 16 (Color online) Tunable electroluminescence in graphene/

SiO2/graphen resistive switching devices. a I–V characteristics,

electroluminescence properties and b schematic electroluminescence

mechanism of the graphene/SiO2/graphene device. Reproduced with

permission from [99], Copyright 2013, WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH

& Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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electrode and switching material is very essential. As the

mobile ion species prefer to transit through grain

boundaries in a large range of polystalline films, crystal

engineering that optimizes the density, distribution, and

orientation of grain boundaries can be employed to con-

trol the ion transport through the switching matrix and to

optimize the switching performance of the memory

devices [101, 102].

The steady progress in understanding the ion transport

mechanism has resulted in the fabrication of several pro-

totype high-performance and multifunctional resistive

switching memories, as well as the extension of the elec-

tronic memory devices into the fields of nanoionics, spin-

tronics, optoelectronics, etc. [103–106].

Looking into the future, efforts should not be confined in

the utilization of resistive switching devices for data storage

applications. One potential example is the mimicking of

human brain synapse with the well-defined resistive switching

behavior for learning functionalities [4, 107–109]. With the

endless possibility of materials choice ranging from oxides-,

sulfides-, silicon-, and carbon-based materials to organic and

polymeric materials, the electrical, optical, magnetic, and

other features of the resistive switching devices may make our

future life more convenient and intelligent.
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